12 SCRIPTURE VALENTINES
PRINTABLES
We are always looking for ways to tell people about Jesus. Whether it’s a kind act or
direct conversation, we want everything we do to point to God’s love.
Valentine’s Day is no different! In fact, it’s the perfect time to spread a sweet love that
includes the beautiful message of scripture! Last year, I created 7 Scripture Valentines
Printables to share with you, so if these don’t fit your needs, check out last year’s set, too!

1. God has made you “smartie”
This valentine is simple. All you need is the printable, some cute washi tape and a
bag of Smarties candy. Print the cards on cardstock for stability. You can purchase
it at Walmart or Target, as well as the link that I included to Amazon. One tip for
printing: make sure that you set your printer to the “best” quality. It will make your
printables really lovely. Once printed, I cut them apart with a trimmer for ease, but
scissors will work as well.

2. Jesus, the Ultimate Super Hero
I made these super cute valentines with my oldest son a few years ago and they
were such a hit! All you need are lollipops, scrap ribbon, and the printables. This
one contains two items to be printed. The first is the cape. It’s up to you, but I
prefer to print these on plain paper, as they are more flexible. Once I slip them
on, I crinkle them a bit for character. Many use cardstock for this part though and
that’s fine, too. Just remember to write the “to and from” section on the back of
the capes before you slip them on.

The second printable is the small circle. I do print these on cardstock and then
punch a hole at the top and bottom. The last step is to simply tie a ribbon at the
top of the lollipop and then slip the circle through the stick.

3. Mini Bibles, Sweet to the Soul
This might be my favorite valentine this year. I
guess it’s the crafty girl in me. But don’t fear, it’s
not as hard as it looks. You can make a class set in
under an hour!
First, gather your supplies and cut the paper and
ribbon into the right sizes (noted below). On the
plain white cardstock, write your “to and from.”
Glue/tape the ribbon about halfway down the
center of the OTHER side of the white cardstock.
Adhere the valentine paper to the top of the white
cardstock. On one side, you should see the pretty
print of the paper and on the other you will see
your “to and from.”
Tape two nuggets in the center of the valentine paper. Fold your printable verse in
half and then glue to the top of the candy. Bring the ribbon over the top and glue
down in the center. Trim if needed. Set aside to dry. Simple, right? My daughter
even made you a little instructional video!
Supplies needed for each valentine (multiply by the number you need to make):
• 2 Hershey’s nuggets
• white cardstock (cut into pieces that are 2.25 inches wide, 1.5 inches tall)
• 1-2 sheets of valentine scrapbook paper (cut into pieces that are 2.25 inches wide,
1.5 inches tall)
• thin ribbon (cut into 2 inch long pieces)
• printable verses
• tape, glue

4. Trust the Lord with all your Heart
I’m a busy mom. Sometimes things like Valentine’s Day threaten to consume me. I
want my kids to have cute valentines to give out, but I don’t have a lot of time. If
this resonates with you, I think you’ll really love this valentine.

Simply print the cards on cardstock for stability. You can purchase it at Walmart
or Target, as well as the link that I included to Amazon. One tip for printing: make
sure that you set your printer to the “best” quality. It will make your printables really
lovely. Once printed, I cut them apart with a trimmer for ease, but scissors will work
as well.
Then, tape on heart-shaped candy of your choice and add a personal “to and
from” message. Valentine done. Simple, huh?

5. Jesus, Light of the World
This is another simple, busy mom valentine favorite! I love this one because it
doesn’t involve candy. We all know that kids get a ton of candy from friends. Why
not avoid the sugar and give something fun to play with? Glowsticks are usually
found in the dollar bins for $1 per package. That’s a wonderfully frugal deal!
Print the verses on cardstock for stability. You can purchase it at Walmart or Target,
as well as the link that I included to Amazon. One tip for printing: make sure that
you set your printer to the “best” quality. It will make your printables really lovely.
Once printed, cut them apart with scissors and add a personal “to and from.”
Punch holes at the top and bottom and slip onto the glowstick. Your kids’ friends
will love it!

SCRIPTURE VALENTINES BAG TOPPERS:
I’ve created 3 different bag toppers for hearts. Use one, use them all! You can fill
them with anything you’d like, but I’m rather fond of things in heart shapes and
those are easy to find this time of the year! Just browse your favorite store for
ideas. I used Dove chocolates, conversation hearts, and heart jellybeans that I
found at Target.
When you cut the toppers, it’s best to use a paper cutter if you can. It creates a
clean, crisp cut. This might seem a little silly, but I promise it’s worth the time to get
that paper cutter out. Plus it really can be a little faster than scissors anyway.

The toppers that I created are all on 4 inch wide party bags. You can get them
at Walmart or craft stores. Look in the cake decorating aisle. Or order them from
Amazon to get them the cheapest.
They are made in various heights, but that doesn’t really matter. You can always
fold them down like I’ve shown below. Before placing the topper on, I always
staple the bag together. This keeps the bag straight.

S’MORES VALENTINE BAG TOPPER—>
I have seen a few s’mores kits floating around for valentines and I love this idea.
These are NOT the same size bags as the ones that I listed above. You need 5”
bags to fit the yummy goodies into this valentine. (Honestly, you could use a zip
top sandwich bag, but be aware that the edges will hang out a bit.) In each bag,

I put 4 graham crackers (halved), 2 mini chocolate bars, and 4 pink marshmallows.
Feeling fancy? Try heart shaped marshmallows.

BUBBLE SCRIPTURE VALENTINE—>
I have to admit that this one might be my favorite. You can get a 24 count bag of
bubbles at Target for $3.00. That might be the cheapest valentine ever. Simply
print out the cards, write your name on the bag and tie with a little curling ribbon.
I buy white curling ribbon in bulk as it comes in handy for nearly every crafty
venture.
PENCIL VALENTINES—>
Last but not least is another non-candy
option. (Trust me, there are moms around
the world thanking you right now for
picking this one.) I found Valentine
pencils in the dollar bins at Target and
there were some at Walmart as well.
Simply cut a small slit at the top and
bottom of the Valentine and slip the
pencil in. For the girls, I added a little bit
of curling ribbon. Of course, you can skip
that part if desired. To personalize, TO/
FROM could be written on the bottom or
the back.
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